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planting, which has had catastrophic
effect on food security. In fact a report
by Bridgenet Africa places delayed
fertilizer distribution to farmers as
among the causes of the 2009
drought that placed over 10 million
Kenyans under food relief and led
the then President Mwai Kibaki
to declare it a national disaster.
Then there is the
nagging problem of
greedy middlemen
and cartels who buy
the subsidized fertilizer
then repackages it and
sells it exorbitantly
to unsuspecting
farmers. In a shocking
revelation recently
farmers in the
country’s food baskets
said they have never
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it. It has been counter
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any subsidized
fertilizer and infact had
decided to buy their
own following multiple
delays in planting as
they waited for the
government subsidy.
The subsidy has
never benefitted the
very same people it
set out to benefit;the
small holder farmers.
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networks, with over
15 importers, 600
wholesalers and
10,000 retailers
now operating
in the country.
Full liberalization
would now mean
elimination
government
involvement in the
fertilizer supply chain
and letting the market
forces and healthy
competition prevail
which ultimately
benefit the farmer.
What government
needs to do is play
a facilitative role and
create incentives
and favourable
environment for
investors and private
companies, especially
local ones to be
actively involved in
the supply chain.
Countries like Malawi
and Ghana where

government has a
hands off approach
in the supply chain
but create legislation
and capacitative
policies to allow for
a freer market has
yielded tremendous
fruits. In Malawi,
after government
invested in assisting
local companies in
fertilizer supply, food
production shot up
by a whopping 50
percent within one
season and the food
insecure people
went down from 5
million to 3 million
within one year.
Yet fertilizer costs in
most African countries
like Kenya are higher
than in Latin America
and Asia mostly due
additional transport
costs related to
under-developed
physical infrastructure.
This shouldnt be.
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initial point of origin,
Then there is the
USA, Ukraine, among
transportation. Rail
others, to the final
transport for fertilizers
delivery to the farmer.
is not a profitable
Rationalisation of
port charges and
improvement in cargo
clearing processes

option for importers
due to risks and
delays. There is also
a shortage of covered
wagons. Most cargo
cleared out of the
port is transported by
long distance haulage
trucks, which charge
expensively compared
to rail transport: the
usual rate is US$53
per tonne or roughly
KSh 8-10 per tonne
per kilometer.

If government
focused attention
in addressing these
challenges farmers
will benefit by getting
the fertilizer at a
cheaper price and
on time, always.
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